PACLII publishes legislation in three databases:

**CONSOLIDATED LEGISLATION:**
Versions of acts that include amendments made after their original enactment. **Note:** this database contains laws which were in operation at 2008. To find whether these Acts are currently in force or have been amended, check the Indexes (see below).

**SESSIONAL LEGISLATION:**
Individual acts as enacted by Parliament.

**SUBSIDIARY LEGISLATION**
Regulations as made.

**INDEXES**
To find what laws are current, go to the Legislation Indexes page where there are 2 indexes provided by the Department of Justice and Attorney General. Please note to check the last update of the index.

- Index to the PNG laws
- Index to Repealed PNG Legislation

**HISTORICAL LEGISLATION**
PacLII also has available historical collections including past consolidations and the laws from the Territory of Papua and the Territory of New Guinea.